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Abstract
All recently proposed packet scheduling algorithms for output-bu ered switches which support QoS transmit packets in some priority order, for example, according to deadlines, virtual
nishing times, eligibility times, or other timestamps that are associated with a packet. Since
maintaining a sorted priority queue introduces signi cant overhead, much emphasis of QoS
scheduler design is put on methods to simplify the task of maintaining a priority queue. In
this study, we consider an approach which approximates a priority queue at an output bu ered
switch. The goal is to trade o less accurate sorting for lower computational overhead. Specifically, this paper presents a scheduler which approximates the sorted queue of an EarliestDeadline-First (EDF) scheduler. The approximate scheduler is implemented using a set of
prioritized FIFO queues which are periodically relabeled. The scheduler can be eciently implemented with a xed number of pointer manipulations, thus, enabling an implementation in
hardware. Necessary and sucient conditions for the worst-case delays of the scheduler with approximate sorting are presented. Numerical examples, including traces based on MPEG video,
demonstrate that in realistic scenarios, scheduling with approximate sorting is a viable option.
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1 Introduction
One of the core components of a Quality-of-Service (QoS) network is the packet scheduling algorithm
which determines the transmission order of packets at the output bu ers of switches. In recent years,
numerous packet schedulers have been proposed for QoS networks, and excellent surveys on the
topic are available [2, 22, 42, 44].
Almost all packet scheduling algorithms for QoS Networks which have been considered recently
transmit packets in a priority order. For example, in fair queueing schedulers which approximate
GPS [30], the priority order is determined by `virtual nishing times' [3, 17, 30, 36], `virtual start
times' [18], or other derived timestamp values [35]. The Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduler
transmits packets in the order of `deadlines' [8, 13, 15, 25]. In addition, trac shapers [15, 16, 32, 43]
which enforce that trac entering a scheduler conforms to a given trac speci cation, typically
maintain a priority queue which sorts packets according to increasing `conformance times', i.e.,
the times at which packets conform to their trac speci cation. All of these schedulers have in
common that they require an implementations of a sorted priority queue.
The computational overhead necessary to maintain a sorted priority queue creates a potential
bottleneck in high-speed switching. In general, the algorithmic complexity for maintaining a sorted
priority queue with N arbitrary entries is O(log N ) in the worst-case. To realize a sorted priority
queue in a high-speed network one can exploit the parallelism feasible in a hardware implementation
[7, 14, 19, 23, 28, 33], or use ecient data structures [5, 12, 21, 37, 40].
In this study we take the approach of reducing the complexity of a sorted priority queue by
approximating the sorting operations, thus, trading o less accurate sorting for reduced computational complexity. As in [25, 26, 31, 32], we consider a scheduler which maintains a set of prioritized
FIFO queues, and periodically modi es the priorities of the FIFO queues. The scheduler always
transmits a packet from the highest-priority FIFO queue which contains a packet. In Figure 1 we
show a scheduler with P FIFO queues; a lower index indicates a higher priority. Each FIFO queue
is associated with a range of timestamp values; FIFO p is associated with timestamps in the range
[(p , 1) ; p ]. So, the total range of timestamps with P queues is given by [0; P ]. Each packet
that arrives to the scheduler is timestamped. Depending on the scheduler used, the timestamp can
be a deadline, virtual nishing time, or other value. A newly arrived packet is inserted into FIFO p,
if its timestamp is in ((p , 1) ; p ]. Periodically, the labels of the FIFO queues are modi ed as
follows: All queues FIFO p (p > 1) are relabeled as FIFO (p , 1), and FIFO 1 is relabeled as
FIFO P . Thus, the FIFOs can be thought of as having performed the following rotation:
FIFO P

FIFO (P-1)

...

FIFO 2

FIFO 1

The frequency of the queue rotation must be matched with the range of timestamp values assigned
to each FIFO queue. In our example, a rotation should be performed once every  time units.
Each relabeling of FIFO queues increases the priority level of a queue. The result of the relabeling
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Figure 1: Approximate Sorting with FIFO queues.
is that the priority of a packet increases with time and the scheduler approximately sorts packets
in the order of timestamps. Several recently proposed shaping and scheduling algorithms have
employed this concept of rotating FIFO queues [24, 26, 31, 32].
Using rotating FIFO queues to implement an approximate sorted priority queue introduces two
sources of inaccuracy. First, two packets that arrive to the same FIFO queue are stored in the
order of their arrival, and not necessarily in the order of their timestamp values. Second, suppose
a (tagged) packet with timestamp p arrives shortly before a queue rotation. Upon arrival, this
packet will be put in FIFO p, but the immediately following rotation will relabel this queue as
FIFO (p , 1). Packets with timestamps as small as (p-1) , which arrive after the rotation to
FIFO (p , 1), will be stored behind the tagged packet even though the tagged packet has a larger
timestamp value.
Intuitively, the accuracy of approximating a priority queue with rotating FIFO queues improves
as  is decreased. The key advantage of the scheduler is that insertion and deletion of packets
have a complexity proportional to P , the number of FIFO queues. The complexity is independent
of the total number of packets in the scheduler.
In this study we show how to approximate the sorted priority queue of an EDF scheduler. In
EDF, each packet is timestamped with a deadline set equal to the sum of its arrival time and a
delay bound, and packets are transmitted in increasing order of deadlines [11, 15, 16, 25, 45]. We
consider a deterministic service, that is, a service where all packets from a session satisfy worstcase end-to-end delay bounds [9, 11]. For such a service, EDF has been shown to have optimal
eciency1 , in that it, among all scheduling algorithms, supports the most sessions with delay
guarantees [15, 25]. A scheduler that approximates EDF with rotating FIFO queues should satisfy
the following properties:

(P1) Analytical schedulability conditions2 should be available.

1 Within the context of guaranteeing QoS, the eciency of a scheduler for an output port with a given data rate

is measured in terms of the number of sessions for which QoS guarantees can be satis ed.
2 Schedulability conditions are conditions which are used to determine if QoS guarantees for a set of sessions can
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(P2) By decreasing the value of , and appropriately increasing the number of FIFO queues, the
eciency of the scheduler should increase.

(P3) The eciency of the scheduler should not be worse than a scheduler with prioritized FIFO
queues that are never rotated.

Devising a packet scheduling algorithms that satis es these properties proves to be dicult. The
rst proposals that used rotating FIFO queues [26, 31] did not investigate schedulability conditions.
In [25] we proposed a scheduler, called Rotating Priority Queues (RPQ), that satis es properties
(P1) and (P2), but not property (P3). In this paper we present a scheduler, called Rotating Priority
Queues (RPQ+ ), that satis es all three properties listed above. An important result is that the
number of FIFO queues needed for this scheduler is twice the number of priority levels.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide some background
on QoS networks with a bounded-delay service. In Section 3 we show that an overly simplistic design
of rotating FIFO queues may result in poor performance of the scheduler. In Section 4 we discuss
the operations of the RPQ+ scheduler and discuss an approach to implement the scheduler. In
Section 5 we present necessary and sucient conditions for schedulability in RPQ+ and prove that
it satis es properties (P1) { (P3) from above. In Section 6 we evaluate our scheduler using numerical
examples as well as MPEG-compressed video traces. In Section 7 we o er some conclusions.

2 Networks with a Deterministic Services
Consider a packet scheduler at the output port of some switch in the network. The set of sessions
with trac at this scheduler is denoted by C . We assume that the sessions are partitioned into P
priority classes, C = S1pP Cp, with Cp denoting the set of priority-p sessions. All sessions in Cp
have the same delay bound dp , and we assume dp < dq whenever p < q. Thus, the priority index
of a session is low if its delay bound is short. A bounded-delay service provides worst-case delay
guarantees to all packets from a session. The delay bound dp is a rm upper bound on the delay
of any packet from a priority-p sessions. We use Lmax
p to denote the maximum packet size in a
min
priority-p session. L denotes the minimum packet size for all sessions.
For a given session i 2 C , let Ai [;  + t] denote the total session-i trac which arrives to the
scheduler in time interval [;  + t]. The worst-case trac entering the scheduler is expressed in
terms of an envelope function Ai [10, 25] as follows:

Ai[;  + t]  Ai (t)

8t  0; 8  0

(1)

We assume that envelope functions are subadditive, that is:

Ai (t1 ) + Ai (t2)  Ai (t1 + t2)
be satis ed by a scheduler with a given data rate.
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8t1; t2  0

(2)

Most envelope functions used in practice are concave, piecewise linear functions, since it is
relatively easy to device trac policing mechanisms which enforce such envelopes [1, 4]. Here,
the trac on a session i is characterized by a set of parameters fik ; ik gk=1;2;:::;K with envelope
function
Ai (t) = k=1min
f + ik tg 8t  0
(3)
;2;:::;K ik

If an envelope function has only one linear segment (K = 1), the session trac is referred to as
leaky-bucket constrained. Since subadditivity is a weaker notion than concavity, all concave envelope
functions are also subadditive.
For each session i 2 Cp , the local delay bound dp at a switch accounts for the queueing and
transmission delay at the output bu er. A packet on session i arriving to the output bu er at
time t is assigned a deadline of t + dp . Before a packet enters the scheduler, we assume that a
shaping mechanism [16, 43] enforces that the packet is not in violation of its envelope function.
The shaping mechanism holds a packet until it complies to the envelope of its session [16]. It has
been proven that a shaping mechanism does not increase the maximum end-to-end delay [16, 41] of
a packet. As a consequence, bounds for maximum end-to-end delays for single hop routes can be
easily extended to multi-hop routes. Hence, in the remainder of the paper, we restrict our attention
to the delay at a single output port of a switch with transmission rate R.
For a given scheduler, we say that a set C of sessions with envelope functions fAi gi2C and delay
bounds fdp gp=1;2;:::P , is schedulable if a deadline violation cannot occur for any session i which
complies to its envelope Ai . The conditions which determine that a set of sessions is schedulable,
called schedulability conditions, constitute the admission control test for a deterministic service.
The eciency of a packet scheduler with transmission rate R is measured by the number of sessions
with given envelope functions that can be supported without deadline violations. We say that a
scheduler X is more ecient than scheduler Y (given identical transmission rates), if X can support
more sessions with delay guarantees than Y .
Next we state necessary and sucient schedulability conditions for Earliest-Deadline-First
(EDF) and Static Priority (SP) packet schedulers from [25].3 These two schedulers serve as benchmarks for our work on approximating EDF. By comparing the eciency of an approximate scheduler
with that of EDF we are able to quantify how well we approximate the sorted priority queue of
EDF. Since EDF yields, among all scheduling algorithms optimal eciency for a deterministic service [15, 25], the eciency attainable with EDF gives us an upper bound. An SP scheduler with
P priority levels is implemented with a xed number of P FIFO queues. Arriving packets from
priority p are placed into the p-th FIFO queue. The SP scheduler always selects the packet from
the head of the highest-priority FIFO queue that contains a packet. The architecture of an SP
scheduler is similar to the scheduler shown in Figure 1. In fact, SP can be viewed as a scheduler
with rotating FIFO queues, but where FIFO queues are never relabeled. Since we expect that
relabeling FIFO queues improves the eciency of a scheduler, the eciency of SP serves us as a
3 For SP, a lower priority index indicates a higher priority.
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lower bound for the eciency we wish to attain. Note, however, that a scheduler which does not
satisfy property (P3) from Section 1 may be less ecient than SP.
We assume a set of sessions C with P priority levels, where a session i 2 Cp has an envelope function Ai and delay bound dp . For leaky-bucket constrained envelopes the schedulability conditions
simplify to a closed form (see Table 1 in Section 6).

Theorem 1 (Liebeherr, Wrege, Ferrari [25]) A set of sessions C is schedulable in an EDF
scheduler if and only if for all t  d1 :
Rt

XP X A(t , d ) + max Lmax

p=1 i2Cp

p

i

(4)

dq >t q

Theorem 2 (Liebeherr, Wrege, Ferrari [25]) A set of sessions C is schedulable in an SP
scheduler if and only if for all p and all t  0, there exists a 0    dp , Lmin such that:
R  (t +  ) 

X X A(t +  ) + X A(t) , Lmin + max Lmax

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

i

i2Cp

i

q>p q

(5)

3 Rotating FIFO Queues and Rotation Anomaly
Consider the scheduler for sorting FIFO queues shown in Figure 1 with P FIFO queues and assume
local delay bounds dp = p (1  p  P ). When a priority-p packet arrives to the scheduler it is
added to FIFO p. Every  time units the queues are rotated as discussed in Section 1. FIFO p is
relabeled as FIFO (p , 1) for p > 1, and FIFO 1 is relabeled as FIFO P .
There is one problem with this design. Namely, if a packet resides in the highest priority queue,
FIFO 1, at the time of queue rotation it will be in the lowest priority queue, FIFO P , after the
rotation. We can avoid this problem by adding a queue FIFO 0, give this queue highest priority, and
never insert a newly arriving packet directly into FIFO 0. Then, during a queue rotation, FIFO p
is relabeled as FIFO (p , 1) for p  1 and FIFO 0 is relabeled as FIFO P . Now, whenever FIFO 0
contains a packet at the time of a rotation, this packet has a deadline violation. Thus, ensuring
that FIFO 0 is always empty at the time of a queue rotation is a necessary schedulability condition.
This architecture was proposed and analyzed in [25] and is called Rotating-Priority-Queues (RPQ)
scheduler.
In Figure 2 we illustrate the operations of an RPQ scheduler with three priority levels where
d1 = , d2 = 2, and d3 = 3. Figure 2(a) shows a snapshot of the FIFO queues at some time
0  t < . Packets are labeled with their priority index. Figure 2(b) depicts the content of the
queues after a rotation at time . Figure 2(c) shows a snapshot in time interval   t < 2, and
Figure 2(d) shows the result of a second queue rotation.
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Figure 2: RPQ Scheduler (with P = 3).

In RPQ, the overhead for performing the rotation can be low as incrementing a single counter.
The counter is incremented by one after each queue rotation. Then, the current FIFO p is obtained
simply by computing \(counter + p) mod (P + 1)".
Given a set of sessions C with P priority levels, where a session i 2 Cp has an envelope function

Ai and delay bound dp = p, the necessary and sucient schedulability conditions for the RPQ
scheduler as derived in [25] are as follows:

Theorem 3 (Liebeherr, Wrege, Ferrari [25]) The set of sessions C is schedulable in an RPQ
scheduler with parameter  if and only if for all t  d1 :
Rt

X A(t , d ) + XP X A(t , d

i2C1

i

1

p=2 i2Cp

i

Lmax
p + ) + d max
>t, q
q

(6)

A comparison of the condition for RPQ in Equation (6) with the EDF condition in Theorem 1
shows that RPQ approximates EDF arbitrarily closely if  is selected suciently small.
If queues are never rotated, that is  = 1, RPQ reduces to an SP scheduler. One would
expect that any feasible selection of  < 1 will yield a higher achievable utilization than SP.
However, often this is not the case. Decreasing  of an RPQ scheduler may not improve eciency
of the scheduler. In fact, one can devise examples where EDF and SP accept the same number of
sessions, but RPQ admits less sessions for any nite choice of . We refer to the problem that
reducing the length of the rotation interval RPQ does not increase the eciency of a scheduler as
rotation anomaly. A consequence of the rotation anomaly is that RPQ may be less ecient than
7
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Figure 3: Rotation Anomaly in RPQ.
an SP scheduler. In Section 6 we will present examples which illustrate the e ects of the rotation
anomaly.
Figure 3 presents an attempt to illustrate the cause of rotation anomaly in RPQ. In Figure 3(a)
we have created an arrival scenario for an RPQ scheduler with 3 priority levels. We assume that
time T is a time instant of a queue rotation. Suppose that shortly before the rotation, at time
T , ", 3 packets from priority 2 arrive to an empty scheduler. Further, suppose that shortly after
the rotation, at time T + ", one packet from priority 1 arrives to the scheduler. Figures 3(b) and
3(c) depict the content of the RPQ scheduler at times T , " and T + ", respectively. Due to the
rotation at time T , the priority-2 packets will be transmitted before the priority-1 packet. Since
T , " + 2  > T + " + , the RPQ scheduler will not transmit these packets in the order of their
deadlines. Hence, in this situation, RPQ does not transmit packets in the same order as an EDF
scheduler. Note that, in the same arrival scenario, an SP scheduler would transmit packets in the
same order as an EDF scheduler.
The rotating anomaly in RPQ lets us pose the following question: Is it feasible to devise
a scheduler with rotating FIFO queues which approximates the sorted priority queue of an EDF
scheduler, yet, without rotating anomaly? This question will be answered in the next section.

4 The Rotating-Priority-Queues+ (RPQ+) Scheduler
We next present a scheduler for approximating EDF with rotating FIFO queues which does not
have the rotation anomaly. We will prove that the scheduler, which we will call Rotating-PriorityQueues+ (RPQ+ ), is never outperformed by an SP scheduler.
The principal idea is to add newly arriving packets in intermediate FIFO queues that are located
between the FIFO queues of RPQ. With these intermediate queues, RPQ+ needs twice as many
FIFO queues as RPQ, for any xed selection of . However, the increase of the achievable eciency
of RPQ+ outweighs its cost. In Section 6 we will see that RPQ+ with rotation interval  typically
outperforms RPQ with rotation interval =2.
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Figure 4: RPQ+ Scheduler (with P = 3).

4.1 RPQ+ Scheduling

An RPQ+ scheduler employs 2P ordered FIFO queues, which are indexed, from highest to lowest
priority: 0+ ; 1; 1+ ; 2; 2+ ; : : : ; (P , 1); (P , 1)+ ; P . The scheduler always selects a packet from the
highest-priority nonempty FIFO for transmission. All new packets arriving on a session in group Cp
are placed in FIFO p. Arriving packets are never placed directly into FIFO p+ for any p.
Example: Figure 4 depicts an RPQ+ scheduler which supports three session groups C1, C2 ,
and C3 , with delay bounds dp = p for p = 1; 2; 3. An RPQ+ scheduler which supports these
session groups requires 6 FIFO queues with indices f0+ ; 1; 1+ ; 2; 2+ ; 3g. In the scheduler shown in
Figure 4 the next packet selected will be the packet at the head of queue 0+ .
The FIFO queues for an RPQ+ scheduler are relabeled (`rotated') every  time units. An
RPQ+ queue rotation is a two-step process. The rst step is called concatenation step and the
second is called promotion step. In the concatenation step, the current FIFO p and FIFO p+ are
merged to form FIFO p (1  p < P ). In this step, all packets from FIFO p+ are concatenated to
the end of FIFO p. In the promotion step, FIFO p is relabeled as FIFO (p , 1)+ (1  p  P ).
At the end of the promotion step, new FIFO p queues (for 1  p  P ) are created for new packet
arrivals during the next rotation interval. Note that, after the promotion step, all packets reside in
some FIFO p+ . If a packet arrival occurs at the same time as a queue rotation, the queue rotation
is performed before the packet arrives.
Example: Figure 5 illustrates queue rotations and scheduling operations of an RPQ+ scheduler
over the course of three rotation intervals. Assuming that the scheduler begins operation at time 0,
Figure 5(a) shows, from left to right, (i) the state of the queues before the rst queue rotation at
time , (ii) the concatenation step of the queue rotation, and (iii) the promotion step of the queue
rotation. Figure 5(b)(i) depicts the state of the queues at time 2. (Between Figure 5(a)(iii) and
Figure 5(b)(i), the packet in FIFO 0+ and one of the packets from FIFO 1+ have been transmitted.
In addition, there were new arrivals to to all FIFOs p queues for p = 1; 2; 3.) In [; 2), packet
arrivals from session set Cp are placed into FIFO p, but packets from the same session group that
9

arrived during the previous rotation interval reside in FIFO (p , 1)+ . The second queue rotation at
time 2 is illustrated in Figures 5(b)(ii) and 5(b)(iii). (Between Figure 5(b)(iii) and Figure 5(c)(i),
all packets in FIFO 0+ and one of the packets from FIFO 1+ have been transmitted, and there were
new arrivals to all FIFOs p for p = 1; 2; 3.) Figure 5(c)(i) depicts the RPQ+ scheduler at time 3, ,
and Figures 5(c)(ii) and 5(c)(iii) illustrate the two phases of the queue rotation at time 3. Note in
Figure 5(c)(iii) that packets from all 3 session groups have moved to the highest-priority FIFO 0+
at time 3.
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Figure 5: Example of RPQ+ Scheduling Operations and Queue Rotations.
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TP(2+)
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(a) Immediately before rotation.
TP(3)
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(b) After concatenation step.
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(c) After promotion step.
Figure 6: Implementation of RPQ+ Queue Rotation.
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4.2 An Implementation of RPQ+

We brie y discuss how the queue rotation in RPQ+ can be implemented.
The overhead for implementing RPQ+ reduces to that of an SP scheduler except for the queue
rotations. If output bu er memory consists of a single shared memory pool on a per-port basis [14],
the rotating FIFO queues of RPQ+ can be eciently implemented with a small number of pointer
manipulations.
In Figure 6 we show that the number of pointer manipulations can be kept small. In Figure 6(a)
we show the pointers necessary to maintain an RPQ+ scheduler. Here, all packets queued in the
scheduler are implemented as a global linked list. The pointer HP is a global pointer to the head
of the list which identi es the next packet to be transmitted. For each FIFO queue, there is a
pointer, denoted by T (), which identi es the last packet in the queue. For example, T (1+ ) points
to the last packet that is stored in FIFO 2+ . Finally, T (0+ ) indicates an empty pointer. Note that
Figure 6(a) re ects the state of the queues in Figure 5(c)(i). The implementation of the queue
rotation shown in Figures 6(a){(c) corresponds to the queue rotation in Figure 5(c)(i){(iii).
The concatenation step, shown in Figure 6(b), is performed by setting T (p) = T (p+ ) for all
1  p < 3, and by resetting all T (p+ ) pointers. The results of the promotion step are shown in
Figure 6(c). Each queue FIFO p is renamed as FIFO (p , 1)+ for p > 0, each queue FIFO p+ is
renamed FIFO p, and the queue FIFO 0+ is relabeled as FIFO 3.

5 Admission Control for RPQ+
In this section we discuss the schedulability conditions of RPQ+ and characterize properties of the
scheduler. Theorem 4 presents the exact, that is, necessary and sucient, schedulability conditions
for RPQ+ for the general class of subadditive envelope functions.

Theorem 4 A set of sessions C with P priority classes and with delay bounds dp = p is RPQ+schedulable with parameter  if and only if for all priorities p and for all t  0 there exists a 
with 0    dp , Lmin such that:
R(t+ ) 

X X A(minft+; t+d ,d +g)+XP X A(t+d ,d ),Lmin +

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

i

p

q

q=p i2Cq

i

p

q

max Lmax
r;dr >t+dp r

(7)

A complete proof of the theorem is presented in Appendix A.
Using the schedulability conditions, we establish a set of important properties of the RPQ+
scheduler: (1) the eciency of RPQ+ is nondecreasing as the rotation interval  is decreased,
(2) the eciency of RPQ+ approaches that of EDF as  ! 0, and (3) RPQ+ always achieves at
least the eciency of SP, that is, RPQ+ does not exhibit the rotation anomaly. Together with
Theorem 4, we thus have constructed a scheduler that satis es the properties stated in Section 1:
(P1) is satis ed since Theorem 4 gives us exact schedulability conditions, (P2) is satis ed via items
(1) and (2) below, and (P3) is satis ed via item (3).
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(1) The achievable utilization of RPQ+ is nondecreasing as the rotation interval  is

reduced.

This claim is easily seen by observing that the right-hand side of Equation (7) increases
with . (Recall that all delay bounds are of the form dp = p for all p, that is, delay bounds
are multiples of .)
(2) The achievable utilization of RPQ+ approaches that of EDF as  ! 0.
In order to compare RPQ+ with EDF, we present a sucient schedulability condition for
RPQ+ that has a formulation similar to the exact EDF conditions from Theorem 1. We
obtain the sucient condition directly from Theorem 4 by substituting  = dp , Lmin in
Equation (7).

Corollary 1 A set of sessions C with P priority classes with delay bounds dp = p is RPQ+schedulable with parameter  if for all priorities p and for all t  dp :
Rt

X X A(t , d

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

i

q + ) +

XP X A(t , d ) + max Lmax

q=p i2Cq

i

q

(8)

r;dr >t r

Comparing the condition in Equation (8) with the EDF condition in Equation 4, we see that
the only di erence in the two conditions is the rotation interval . The two conditions become
identical in the limit as  ! 0, verifying that an RPQ+ scheduler e ectively approximates
EDF with arbitrary precision.
(3) RPQ+ is free of the rotation anomaly.
To show that RPQ+ is never worse than SP, we prove that any set of connections which
is schedulable with SP is also schedulable with RPQ+. Our argument relies on a necessary
condition for SP schedulability.

Lemma 1 If a set C of connections schedulable in SP, then for all priorities p and for all t  0
there exists a  with   dp , Lmin such that:
R  (t +  ) 

P X
X X A(t +  ) + X
Ai (t + dp , dq ) , Lmin + r;dmax
Lmax
i
>t+d r

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

q=p i2Cq

r

p

(9)

A proof of the lemma is given in Appendix B. With Lemma 1, we have that schedulability
in SP implies Equation (9). By inspection of Theorem 4, Equation (7), we can see that
Equation (9) is a sucient schedulability condition for RPQ+. Therefore, schedulability in
SP implies schedulability in RPQ+, or, equivalently, RPQ+ always accepts at least the same
number of connections as SP.
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Figure 7: No Rotation Anomaly in RPQ+.
In Figure 7 we show the same arrival scenario as in Figure 3. We illustrate how RPQ+ manages
to transmit packets in the order of deadlines in such a scenario. Figure 7(a) depicts the same arrival
scenario as is used in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the scheduler at time T , " after the arrival
of the priority-2 packets. Since the priority-2 packets will be rotated to the FIFO 1+ at time T
(see Figure 3(c)), the priority-1 packet which arrives at time T + " will be transmitted before the
priority-2 packets. As a result, the RPQ+ scheduler transmits these packets in the order of their
deadlines.

6 Evaluation
In this section we compare the eciency of the RPQ+ scheduler against EDF, SP, and RPQ in two
sets of experiments. In the experiments, we want to answer questions on the performance of the
respective schedulers, such as:

 How many FIFO queues do rotating FIFO schedulers, such as RPQ and RPQ+, require to
closely approximate the sorted priority queue of an EDF scheduler?

 Does the rotation anomaly in RPQ manifest itself as an observable phenomenon in a highspeed network environment?

In our rst experiment we consider leaky-bucket constrained trac, and in the second experiment
we use traces of MPEG-compressed video. In both experiments we use the most accurate, i.e.,
necessary and sucient, admission control tests from Theorems 1{4 for each of the respective
packet schedulers.
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Packet Scheduler

(Exact) Schedulability Conditions
For all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P :

X  + pX,1 X ( ,  d ) + max Lmax
p
q
q q
r>p r
q=1 q2C
1
j 2C
dp  R 
pX
,1 X
1,


EDF

p

q

q=1 q2Cq

For all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P :

Xp X 

Lmax
q + max
r>p r

dp  R1  q=1 q2Cq p,1
XX
1,
q

SP

q=1 q2Cq

For all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P :

RPQ

q

X  + pX,1 X ( ,  d ) +  (1 ,  ) + max Lmax
p
q
q q
1
p6=1
q>p q
q=1 q2C
1
p2C
dp  R 
pX
,1 X
1,

p

q

q=1 q2Cq

q

with p6=1 = 1 if p 6= 1, and 0 otherwise.
For all p = 1; 2; : : : ; P :

RPQ+

,1
X  + pX,1 X ( ,  d ) + max(rX
s + max
Lmax
p
q
q q
r )
s>r
r

p
q=1 q2C
s=1
1
j 2C
dp  R 
pX
,1 X
1,

p

q

q=1 q2Cq

q

Table 1: Schedulability Conditions for EDF, SP, RPQ and RPQ+ for Leaky-Bucket Constrained
Sessions.
Index Delay Bound Burst
Rate
Low Delay Group
Medium Delay Group
High Delay Group

j

1
2
3

dj

12 ms
24 ms
36 ms

j

j

4000 cells 10{155 Mbps
2000 cells 10{155 Mbps
4000 cells 10{155 Mbps

Table 2: Parameter Set for Scheduler with 155 Mbps Transmission Rate.
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6.1 Numerical Example
In the rst experiment we compute the schedulable region [20] of the packet schedulers for a set of
three session groups, i.e., we vary the trac rate of each session group and plot the rates for which
delay bounds can be guaranteed.
We consider sessions at the scheduler of an output port with transmission rate 155 Mbps.
The three session groups have leaky-bucket constrained trac with envelope function Aj = j +
j t for session group j . For leaky-bucket constrained sources, the schedulability conditions from
Theorems 1 { 4 can be greatly simpli ed. In Table 1 we show the expressions for the schedulability
conditions for EDF, SP, RPQ. Note that all conditions have simpli ed to closed form expressions.
Table 2 shows the trac and QoS parameters for the session groups. For a session group with
index j , the table shows the delay bound dj at the scheduler, as well as the burst size j , measured
in 53-byte ATM cells, and the range of rates j , varied between 10 and 155 Mbps.
In Figures 8 { 10 we illustrate the schedulable regions for the di erent schedulers. The volume
beneath each curve contains the operating points for which the transmission rates of the session
groups are schedulable. The axes in these gures have a logarithmic scale.
Figure 8(a) shows the schedulable region without delay constraints, i.e., dj = 1 for all j . In
this case, the schedulability condition is that the aggregate trac rate must not exceed the rate of
the transmission link, that is, P3j =1 j < 155 Mbps.
In Figures 8(b) and 8(c), we depict the schedulable regions for EDF and SP packet schedulers,
respectively. Since EDF is the optimal packet scheduler with respect to the number of schedulable
sessions, the region shown in Figure 8(b) will contain the region of any other packet scheduler.
Observe that the schedulable region for EDF is much larger than that for SP as shown in Figure 8(c).
Without rotation anomaly, the regions for EDF and SP serve as upper and lower bounds for the
schedulable regions of our rotating FIFO queue schedulers.
In Figure 9, we illustrate schedulable regions of the RPQ scheduler for feasible values of  in
the range  = 1 , 12ms. For this example, the number of queues that must be maintained for a
particular choice of  is given by 1 + (d3 =), meaning that RPQ needs between 4 and 37 queues.
In Figures 9(a)-(f) note that the schedulable region increases as , the time between rotations, is
decreased. The region for RPQ approaches that of EDF quickly. For  = 1ms in Figure 9(f), the
region is close to that of EDF. Comparing the regions in Figures 9(a) and 9(b) with the region for
SP in Figure 8(c), we see the e ects of the rotation anomaly (see Section 3) where RPQ is inferior
to SP.
In Figure 10 we show the schedulable regions of the RPQ+ scheduler for ranges  = 1 , 12ms.
The number of required queues for an RPQ+ scheduler with rotation interval  in this example
is 2d3 = = 72=. Comparing the results for RPQ+ regions with the benchmark regions from
Figure 8, we note that for all choices of , the RPQ+ schedulable region is superior to that of
SP in Figure 8(c). Even for  = 12ms, the largest possible choice of  for this example, the
RPQ+ schedulable region completely contains the SP region. Figures 10(a){(f) also show that the
schedulable region increases as  is decreased, closely approximating EDF when  = 1ms.
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Figure 8: Benchmark Schedulable Regions.
When comparing the schedulability regions for RPQ+ in Figure 10 with those for the RPQ
scheduler in Figure 9, note that for all choices of , the RPQ+ scheduler achieves a larger schedulability region than the corresponding RPQ scheduler.
Figure 11 is an attempt to condense the results for the EDF, SP, RPQ, and RPQ+ schedulers in
a single graph. For a packet scheduler , we let V  () denote the volume of the schedulable region
in Figures 8{10 as a function of . Since EDF and SP are not dependent on , both V SP ()
and V EDF () are constant as  is varied. Letting V 1 denote the volume of the schedulable
region shown in Figure 8(a), we de ne the ratio of V  () and V 1 expressed as a percentage:

V ()  100%
V1

In Figure 11 we plot the resulting values for a packet scheduler as a function of . For example,
the value of about 15% for RPQ with  = 4ms means that the volume contained in the schedulable
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Figure 9: Schedulable Regions for RPQ.
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Figure 10: Schedulable Regions for RPQ+ .
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Figure 11: Summary of Utilizations for Packet Schedulers.
region of RPQ with  = 4ms (from Figure 9) is 15% of the volume of the region in Figure 8(a).
In Figure 11 we can make several noteworthy observations. First, for values of  > 4ms, the
RPQ scheduler performs worse than SP, clearly demonstrating that rotation anomaly is a hazard
in RPQ scheduling. Second, for identical values of , RPQ+ clearly outperforms RPQ. More so,
even when we consider that for the same , RPQ+ requires twice as many FIFO queues as RPQ,
RPQ+ is superior to RPQ for most values of .

6.2 MPEG Example
In this experiment we use two MPEG video traces as trac sources: a thirty-minute segment of the
entertainment movie Gold nger (\Bond" ) and 200 seconds of a video conference recorded using a
set top camera (\Settop ") [34]. Both traces were encoded in software at 24 frames/second with
frame size 384288 and frame pattern IBBPBBPBBPBB [27].
We again consider a packet scheduler that operates at a 155 Mbps output port, and we assume
that all trac is packetized in 53-byte ATM cells with a payload of 48 bytes each. We use the
so-called empirical envelope [6, 38] to characterize the trac a video sequence, where the empirical
envelope E  of a video sequence with trac A is given by:

E  (t) = sup A[;  + t]
 0

8t  0

(10)

The empirical envelope of a trac trace speci es the tightest envelope function satisfying Equation (1) for this trace. In other words, for the same scheduler, empirical envelopes will admit more
sessions than any other envelope function.
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Figure 12: Example of RPQ and RPQ+ for MPEG Video Sequences.
Similar to the previous experiment, we consider two session groups, one group consisting solely
of Bond sessions, and the second consisting solely of Settop sessions. All sessions in the same group
have identical delay bounds: dSettop = 100ms and dBond = 200ms.
Figure 12 illustrates the number of sessions that can be supported at their delay constraints for
the EDF, SP, RPQ, and RPQ+ schedulers as well as for a peak-rate allocation scheme.4 For each
packet scheduler, we plot the maximum number of admissible Bond sessions as a function of the
number of Settop sessions. For example, all packet schedulers (except the peak-rate scheme) can
support 96 Bond sessions if there are no Settop sessions at the switch, and EDF can simultaneously
support 60 Bond and 200 Settop sessions.
We observe in Figure 11 that all packet schedulers admit more sessions than a peak-rate allo4 The peak rate of a session is de ned as the ratio of the largest-sized frame and the constant interframe time.
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cation. Additionally, EDF is superior to SP when the number of higher-priority Settop sessions is
large. We observe in Figure 12(a) that RPQ is inferior to SP when the number of high-priority
sessions is small, demonstrating again that RPQ is vulnerable to the rotation anomaly. Note in
Figure 12(b) that RPQ+ is identical to SP for  = 100ms, and smaller values of  result in higher
eciency.

7 Conclusions
We investigated approximations of sorted priority queues in packet schedulers of output bu ered
packet switches. Since the computational overhead for maintaining a sorted priority queue is a
potential bottleneck for high-speed packet switching, an approximation that trades o less accurate
sorting for lower computational overhead can perform packet switching at higher transmission rates.
We considered an approximation of the sorted queue of Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) scheduling.
The approximation was implemented using a set of prioritized FIFO queues which are periodically
rotated. We derived admission control tests for the approximate schedulers, and compared the
eciency of the approximation with existing scheduling algorithms. We pointed to a severe problem,
called rotation anomaly, that may arise when the approximation uses an insucient number of FIFO
queues. We avoided rotation anomalies by equipping the scheduler with two FIFO queues for each
priority level.
Since most QoS schedulers, in particular, all fair queueing algorithms, require a sorted priority
queue, the approach of approximating the sorted queue with rotating FIFOs can be extended to
those schedulers. For such work, our notion of rotation anomaly and the avoidance of the anomaly
using additional FIFO queues o ers some guidance.
As part of an ongoing e ort, we have devised a VHDL speci cation of the RPQ+ scheduler
[29]. Using Synchronous Static RAM with 10 ns access times and a clock rate of 100 Mhz, we can
perform the queue rotation of 64 FIFO queues in 3 ns. In this implementation, all pointers TP ()
and HP (see Section 4.2) were kept in on-chip registers.
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A Proof of Theorem 4
We rst derive an expression for the workload transmitted before an arbitrary packet in RPQ+
for packet arrivals with subadditive envelope functions described in Section 2. This expression is
central to proving the schedulability conditions. To simplify notation we assume without loss of
generality that the transmission rate of the scheduler is normalized, that is, R = 1.

A.1 Workload Transmitted before an Arbitrary Packet

Assume that a (tagged) packet from a priority-p session j 2 Cp arrives to an RPQ+ scheduler at
time t. Without loss of generality we assume that the scheduler is empty at time 0. We further
assume that the packet is fully transmitted at time t + . The tagged packet arrives after a queue
rotation that occurred at time t ,  , where 0   < . Queue rotations occur every  time
units, and so we can express queue rotation times in terms of  as follows:

f(t , ) + i  j i an integer g

(11)

We will derive an expression for the total transmission time of all trac in the scheduler at
time t +  that must be transmitted before the tagged priority-p packet with arrival time t can
depart. This expression will be denoted as W p;t(t +  ). We assume that the transmission time
of the tagged packet is given by L, where Lmin  L  Lmax
p . Since the tagged packet completes
transmission at time t + , the packet begins transmission at time t +  , L. At the time the packet
begins transmission, the value of W p;t is equal to L, that is, it includes only the tagged packet
itself. Therefore, the departure time t +  of the tagged packet satis es:

 = L + minfz j W p;t(t + z) = L; z  0g

(12)

We next determine, for each priority level q the arrivals from an arbitrary session q that are
transmitted before the tagged packet. Let us rst assume that the transmission of a packet can
be preempted at any time by a packet arrival with higher precedence. We need to consider three
types of arrivals: arrivals from sessions with the same priority level as the tagged packet (q = p),
arrivals from sessions with a higher priority (q < p), and arrivals from sessions with a lower priority
(q > p). We refer to Figure 13 for an illustration of all three cases.
(a) q = p: In RPQ+, all packets from the same priority level Cp are transmitted in FIFO order.
Therefore all packets from sessions in Cp that arrive in the time interval Ip = [0; t], are
transmitted before the tagged packet.
(b) q < p: For a session from priority level q < p, the packets transmitted before the tagged
packet are those that arrive before the tagged packet is rotated into FIFO (q ,1)+ . The tagged
packet will be in FIFO (p , 1)+ after the rst queue rotation after t, i.e., at time (t , )+,
and it will be in FIFO (p,2)+ at time (t, )+2. More generally, at time (t, )+(n+1),
the tagged packet will have a higher priority than new arrivals from session set Cp,n for n  1.
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Figure 13: Arrivals that are transmitted before the Tagged Packet.
Therefore, the time interval when arrivals from session j 2 Cq are transmitted before the
tagged packet is given by Iq = [0; minft + ; (t ,  ) + (p , q + 1)g]. The interval takes into
account that the packet begins transmission at time t +  , L.
(c) q > p: For a session from a lower priority level q > p, all packets which, at time t, are in a
queue FIFO r+ (r < p) will be transmitted before the tagged packet. Consider for example
packets from session set Cp+1 that arrive up until time (t ,  ) , . At time (t ,  ) , ,
these packets will be moved from FIFO (p + 1) to FIFO p+ , and they will subsequently
be moved to FIFO (p , 1)+ at time t , . Consequently, packets arriving in the time
interval [0; (t , ) , ] will be transmitted before the tagged packet. More generally, for
sessions in Cq with q > p, packets arriving in the time interval Iq = [0; (t ,  ) + (p , q)]
will be transmitted before the tagged packet.
The intervals Iq describe the trac that is transmitted before the tagged packet. However, these
intervals assume that the transmission of a packet can be interrupted and preempted. To relax
this assumption, let t , ^ be the last time before t when the RPQ+ scheduler does not contain a
packet that will be transmitted before the tagged packet. According to our previous considerations,
t , ^ is the last time at which the scheduler does not have a backlog from packets in Cq (q  p)
that arrived in [0; t , ^], nor does it have a backlog from packets in Cq (q > p) that arrive in
[0; minft , ^; (t ,  ) + (p , q)]. If we use Bi ( ) to denote the backlog in the RPQ+ scheduler
from session i 2 C at time  , ^ is given by:
p X
P X
X
X
^ = minfz j
B (t , z ) +
B (minft , z; (t , 
q=1 i2Cq

i

q=p+1 i2Cq

 ) + (p , q)g) = 0; z  0g (13)

i
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Per construction, W p;t(t , ^) = 0 and W p;t(x) > L in the entire interval t , ^ < x < t +  , L.
Now consider the packet from priority level q which is in transmission at time time t , ^ and
has a remaining transmission time of R(t , ^). Since the transmission of this packet cannot be
preempted, this packet will delay the departure time of all higher priority packets, including that
of our tagged packet, by the amount R(t , ^).
We are now in a position to explicitly write an expression for W p;t(t +  ). For all  , 0    
the expression is given by:

W p;t(t +  ) =

X A [t , ^; t] + pX,1 X A [t , ^; minft + ; (t , 

i2Cp

+

i

q=1 i2Cq

i

XP X A [t , ^; (t , 

q=p+1 i2Cq

) + (p , q + 1)g] +

 ) + (p , q)] + R(t , ^) , (^ +  )

i

(14)

The rst three terms on the right-hand-side of Equation (14) account for the arrival intervals Iq as
derived previously, while the term R(t , ^) is the remaining transmission time of the packet that is
in transmission at time t , ^. Since by choice of ^, the packet scheduler is continuously backlogged
for the entire interval [t , ^; t +  ], the nal term accounts for the total workload transmitted during
the interval.
Using the expression in Equation (14) and the condition in Equation (12) we will now prove
suciency and necessity of the conditions in Theorem 4.

A.2 Suciency of Theorem 4

We show that the RPQ+ scheduler transmits all packets before their deadlines if the inequality in
Equation (7) holds for all times t  0. We consider our tagged packet from session j 2 Cp with size
L (Lmin  L  Lmax
p ) that arrives to the scheduler at time t and has a deadline of t + dp. To show
that the packet departs before its deadline, it is sucient to nd some time  with   t + dp , L
such that W p;t(t +  )  L.
We start with the workload W p;t transmitted before the tagged packet as given in Equation (14).
Consider R(t , ^), the remaining transmission time of a packet in transmission at time t , ^. Such a
packet from a session k 2 Cr has arrival time t , t0 , where t0 > ^. By choice of t , ^, the time t , t0
is restricted to:
t , t0 > (t , ) + dp , dr
(15)
Using t0 > ^, we can modify Equation (15) as follows:

dr > ^ + dp , 

(16)

The workload W p;t is maximal when  = 0, and, since the maximum transmission time for a
packet from a session in class Cr is given by Lmax
r , we nd the following upper bound on R(t , ^):
max
R(t , ^)  r;dmax
L
r
>

^
+
d
r
p
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(17)

Using the inequality in Equation (17) and setting  = 0, we obtain the following bound on the
workload W p;t from Equation (14):

W p;t(t +  )



X X A [t , ^; minft + ; t + (p , q + 1)g] +

p,1

q=1 i2Cq
P

i

X X A [t , ^; t + (p , q)] +

q=p i2Cq

i

max Lmax , (^ +  )
r;dr >^+dp r

(18)

Note that we were able to rewrite the second and third terms from Equation (14) as a single term
in Equation (18). We can further bound the terms in the workload expression using the following
two inequalities which use the properties of the envelope function Ai :

X X A [t , ^; minft + ; t + (p , q + 1) g]  pX,1 X A(minf^ + ; ^ + (p , q + 1)g)(19)
i
i
q=1 i2C
q=1 i2C
P X
XP X A [t , ^; t + (p , q)]  X
A(^ + (p , q))
(20)
p,1

q

q

q=p i2Cq

i

q=p i2Cq

i

Combining the inequalities in Equations (19) and (20) with the workload expression in Equation (18), we obtain:

W p;t(t +  ) 

X X A(minf^ + ; ^ + (p , q + 1)g) +

p,1

i

q=1 i2Cq
P

+

X X A(^ + (p , q)) +

q=p i2Cq

i

max Lmax , (^ +  )
r;dr >^+dp r

(21)

Since the packet size L is such that L  Lmin , the condition in Equation (21) implies that the
tagged packet is in transmission at time t +  and will complete transmission at time t +  + Lmin
Since  + Lmin  dp , the tagged packet will be fully transmitted at time t + dp as required.
2

A.3 Necessity of Theorem 4
Assume that there is a violation of the condition in Equation (7). That is, for some session set Cp
and some time t^  0, the following inequality holds for all  with 0    dp , Lmin :

t^+  <

X X A(minft^+ ; t^+ d , d +g)+ XP X A(t^+ d , d ) , Lmin +

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

i

p

q

q=p i2Cq

i

p

q

max Lmax
r;dr >t^+dp r

(22)

To show necessity of Theorem 4, we construct a feasible sequence of arrivals in which some packet
will have a deadline violation.
We consider a scenario in which the RPQ+ scheduler is empty up until time 0, .5 Assume that
a packet of maximal size arrives to the scheduler at time 0, from a session k in a session set Cr
5 0, denotes a time instant immediately before time 0.
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where dr > t^+ dp . Such a packet has a size of maxr;dr >t^+dp Lmax
r . Further assume that all sessions
in sets Cq with dq  t^ + dp submit as much trac as possible starting at time 0, i.e., all sessions i
submit Ai (t) until time t, with one exception: For some session j with j 2 Cp , we delay the arrival
of an amount of trac of size Lmin that would arrive before time t^ such that it arrives at time t^.
Formally, if the last packet arrival from session j 2 Cp before time t^ occurs at time t^ , z where:

z = minfz0  0 j Aj (t^ , z0) < Aj (t^)g;

(23)

then a packet with length Lmin is split o from this packet and delayed until time t^. This packet
will be the tagged packet. Note that such a packet can be constructed if the packet size for all
sessions i 2 Cq is either constant or is such that Lmin  Lmax =2.
We also assume without loss of generality that a queue rotation occurs at time t^, i.e.,  = 0.
Based on the above scenario, the workload W p;t^(t^ +  ) to be transmitted before the tagged packet
at time t^ +  is determined according to Equation (14) by:

W p;t^(t^ +  )

=

X X A(minft^ + ; t^ + d , d + g) +
p
q
i
q=1 i2C
XP X A(t^ + d , d ) + max Lmax , t^

p,1

q

q=p i2Cq

p

i

q

r;dr >t^+dp r

(24)

Now, combining Equation (24) with our assumption in Equation (22), we nd that, for all  with
0    dp , Lmin :
W p;t^(t^ +  ) > Lmin
(25)
Thus, the tagged packet with length Lmin will not begin transmission before time t^ + dp , Lmin
and, therefore, has a deadline violation.
2

B Proof of Lemma 1
To prove necessity of the condition in Lemma 1, we assume that Equation (9) is violated at some
time t^, that is, there exists a priority p such that for all   dp , Lmin :

X X A(t^ +  ) + X X A(t^ + d , d ) , Lmin + max Lmax
t^ +  <
p
q
i
i
r
^
p,1

q=1 i2Cq

P

r;dr >t+dp

q=p i2Cq

(26)

We will show that a packet from some session j 2 Cu with u  p at the SP scheduler will have a
deadline violation at or before time t + dp .
We assume without loss of generality that arrivals to the SP scheduler are as follows. The
scheduler is empty before time 0, , and at time 0, a packet arrives to the scheduler from session k 2
Cr , where dr > t^+ dp, and the packet requires maximal transmission time. The packet size of such
a packet is given by maxr;dr >t^+dp Lmax
r . Beginning at time 0 all sessions in Cq with dq  t^ + dp
submit a maximal amount of trac to the scheduler according to Ai , with the exception that for
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all session sets Cq , q  p, an amount of trac equal to a packet with length Lmin arriving before
or at time t^ + dp , dq is delayed until time t^ + dp , dq . In this construction there is a packet from
each lower-priority session set Cq which has a deadline at time t^ + dp and has minimal size. We
refer to these packets collectively as the delayed packets. Among these packets, we consider the
one that is transmitted last, and call it the tagged packet. This packet is from some session j 2 Cu
with u  p and arrived to the scheduler at time t^+ dp , du . Note that, by construction, the tagged
packet begins transmission after time t^ since, by our construction, there is a delayed packet in Cp
with arrival time t^. Assuming that the tagged packet begins transmission at time t^+  , Lmin , the
workload W u;t^+dp ,du (t^ +  ) transmitted before the tagged packet in time interval [t^; t^ +  , Lmin ]
by an SP scheduler includes the following:
(a) By construction, since the tagged packet is transmitted after all other delayed packets, workload from session sets Cq (q  p) arriving up until time t^+ dp , dq are transmitted before the
tagged packet, i.e., the trac PPq=p Pi2Cq Ai (t^ + dp , dq ).
(b) Given that an SP scheduler always transmits the waiting packet with the highest priority,
and also given that u  p, all trac from session sets Cq (q < p) in the scheduler at time t^+ 
,1 P A (t^ +  ) will be
will be transmitted before the tagged packet. Thus, the trac Ppq=1
i2Cq i
transmitted before the tagged packet.
(c) The low-priority packet arriving at time 0, with size maxr;dr >t^+dp Lmax
r is the only packet
,
in the scheduler at time 0 , and so it will be transmitted before the tagged packet.
Thus, the workload to be transmitted before the tagged packet with deadline t^+ dp can be bounded
as follows:

W u;t^+dp,du (t^ +  ) 

X X A(t^ +  ) + XP X A(t^ + d , d ) + max Lmax , (t^ +  )
p
q
i
i
r;d >t^+d r

p,1

q=1 i2Cq

q=p i2Cq

r

p

(27)

Combining Equation (27) with our assumption in Equation (26), we nd that W u;t^+dp ,du (t^+  ) >
Lmin for all 0    dp , Lmin, and thus the tagged packet will not be transmitted before its
deadline.
2
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